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Abstract

This paper develops the first question answer-001
ing dataset (DrugEHRQA) containing question-002
answer pairs from both structured tables and un-003
structured notes from a publicly available Elec-004
tronic Health Record (EHR). EHRs contain pa-005
tient records, stored in structured tables as well006
as unstructured clinical notes. The information007
in structured and unstructured EHR records is008
not strictly disjoint: information may be du-009
plicated, contradictory, or provide additional010
context between these sources. This presents011
a rich opportunity to study question answering012
(QA) models that combine reasoning over both013
structured and unstructured data. Additionally,014
we propose a novel methodology that automati-015
cally generates a large QA dataset by retrieving016
answers from both structured and unstructured017
EHR records. The automatically-generated018
dataset has medication-related queries, contain-019
ing over 70,000 question-answer pairs. Our020
dataset is validated for both individual modali-021
ties using state-of-the-art QA models. In order022
to address the problem arising from complex,023
nested queries, this is the first time Relation-024
Aware Schema Encoding and Linking for Text-025
to-SQL Parsers (RAT-SQL) has been used for026
EHR data. Finally, we introduce a rule-based027
method to obtain multi-modal answers, com-028
bining the answers from the different modali-029
ties. Our goal is to provide a benchmark dataset030
for multi-modal QA systems, and to open up031
new avenues of research in improving question032
answering over EHR structured data by using033
context from unstructured clinical data.034

1 Introduction035

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are digitized036

records of patients’ medical history, which can be037

in either structured or unstructured form. Question038

answering over EHRs aid doctors in diagnosing039

better, while it helps patients to obtain answers to040

health-related queries. The structured relational041

database has multiple tables that store information042

about the patient’s demographics, diagnoses, medi- 043

cations, lab tests along with their results. The un- 044

structured data, on the other hand, are notes entered 045

by clinicians that contain a detailed description of 046

every patient’s visit, their past medical history, their 047

problem, symptoms and more. Thus, to benefit 048

from both the modalities (structured and unstruc- 049

tured), there arises a need for a multi-modal QA 050

dataset on EHRs. 051

We present DrugEHRQA, the first QA dataset 052

which uses both the structured tables and the un- 053

structured clinical notes of an EHR to answer ques- 054

tions. The answers from the clinical notes are used 055

to support or provide evidence to the answers re- 056

trieved from the structured tables. The former gives 057

better context to support the latter. Moreover, there 058

can be cases where a guaranteed answer might not 059

be available in the structured tables, due to miss- 060

ing data/relation. For example, if the question is: 061

‘What medication is the patient with an admission 062

ID of 105104 taking for Hypoxemia?’ The MIMIC- 063

III tables have no direct relation between medicines 064

and problems. The tables: DIAGNOSES_ICD and 065

D_ICD_DIAGNOSES of MIMIC-III can be used 066

to verify if the patient with admission ID 105104 067

is suffering from Hypoxemia, and the PRESCRIP- 068

TIONS table of MIMIC-III can be used to fetch 069

all the medicines prescribed to the patient, hav- 070

ing an admission ID of 105104. However, the 071

patient could have been prescribed medicines for 072

non-Hypoxemia related conditions, which will be 073

contained in the tables. So, in such cases the un- 074

structured clinical notes can be used to identify 075

the medicines from this list, since the informa- 076

tion about the medicine for Hypoxemia is directly 077

present in the clinical notes. 078

One reason for the lack of any pre-existing multi- 079

modal EHRQA dataset is due to the tedious amount 080

of time and effort that is required to annotate such a 081

dataset. In this work, we introduce a novel method 082

to automatically generate a template-based drug 083
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QA (DrugEHRQA) dataset from the MIMIC-III084

database. DrugEHRQA contains the following085

1) natural language questions, 2) its correspond-086

ing SQL Query that can be used to retrieve an-087

swers from the multi-relational MIMIC-III tables,088

3) the answers from either or both the modali-089

ties, and 4) the ‘best selected’ multi-modal answer.090

DrugEHRQA contains 70,381 QA pairs that have091

been generated using nine different template types.092

We also generated three paraphrases for every nat-093

ural language question template, and analyzed the094

effects of paraphrasing on the baseline models.095

DrugEHRQA was benchmarked against existing096

models like TREQS (Wang et al., 2020b), RAT-097

SQL (Wang et al., 2020a), BERT QA (Devlin et al.,098

2019) and ClinicalBERT (Alsentzer et al., 2019) to099

test the validity of the DrugEHRQA dataset for the100

individual modalities101

The main contributions of this paper are as fol-102

lows:103

1. (a) Introduce DrugEHRQA1, the first QA104

dataset on multi-modal EHRs, contain-105

ing QA pairs from structured tables and106

unstructured clinical notes of MIMIC III.107

(b) The dataset contains natural language108

questions, its corresponding SQL query109

for querying multi-relational tables of110

MIMIC-III, the retrieved answer(s) from111

either one or both the modalities, and112

also the combined multi-modal answer.113

2. Introduce a novel technique to automatically114

generate a template-based dataset, without the115

need for any tedious manual annotations.116

The remainder of the paper is organized into117

8 sections. Section 2 discusses existing related118

work, Section 3 describes the DrugEHRQA dataset119

generation, Section 4 presents the analysis of120

DrugEHRQA, Section 5 discusses the implementa-121

tion of structured and unstructured baseline models122

on DrugEHRQA, Section 6 discusses the repro-123

ducibility and limitations of our work, Section 7124

proposes the broader impact of our dataset in the125

EHR QA research community and discusses possi-126

ble future work, and Section 8 concludes the work.127

2 Related Work128

QA in EHRs has been limited to QA over knowl-129

edge bases (Wang et al., 2021), EHR tables (Wang130

1GitHub link of the source code and link to the dataset is
not provided for anonymity purpose

et al., 2020b; Raghavan et al., 2021) or clini- 131

cal notes (Johnson et al., 2016; Pampari et al., 132

2018). emrQA (Pampari et al., 2018) and Clin- 133

iQG4QA (Yue et al.) are QA datasets that uti- 134

lize unstructured text of EHRs to generate QA 135

datasets. The emrQA contains 1 million question- 136

logical forms along with over 40,000 QA evidence 137

pairs, extracted from clinical notes of five n2c2 138

challenge datasets 2. CliniQG4QA on the other 139

hand, contains 1287 annotated QA pairs on 36 dis- 140

charge summaries from clinical notes of MIMIC- 141

III. CliCR (Šuster and Daelemans, 2018) is another 142

large medical QA dataset which is constructed from 143

clinical case reports. It is used for reading com- 144

prehension in the healthcare domain. The reports 145

used in CliCR are called proxy for electronic health 146

records, since the clinical reports look very similar 147

to the discharge summaries of EHR. 148

There are QA datasets that are generated using 149

template-based method like MIMICSQL (Wang 150

et al., 2020b) and emrKBQA (Raghavan et al., 151

2021) which utilize the structured EHR tables of 152

MIMIC-III for QA. emrKBQA contains 940,000 153

questions, logical forms and answers which uses 154

the structured records of MIMIC-III. Both emrK- 155

BQA and emrQA use semi-automated methods to 156

retrieve the answers. The question templates and 157

logical forms are generated by the physicians, fol- 158

lowed by a slot-filling process and answers are re- 159

trieved from MIMIC-III KB (Johnson et al., 2016). 160

On the contrary, our dataset - DrugEHRQA uses 161

both structured tables and clinical notes containing 162

elaborate details of MIMIC-III to generate the QA 163

dataset. We use an automatic novel methodology 164

to create the dataset (described in Section 3). 165

3 Dataset Generation 166

The dataset has been generated using a template- 167

based method. The dataset (DrugEHRQA) con- 168

tains over 70,000 natural language questions. Each 169

line in DrugEHRQA consists of a natural language 170

question, its corresponding SQL query to retrieve 171

answers from the MIMIC-III tables, the retrieved 172

answers from MIMIC-III tables and/or answers 173

from clinical notes of MIMIC-III, and the selected 174

multi-modal answer. As stated earlier, generating a 175

multi-modal dataset is time-consuming mainly be- 176

cause the data must be manually annotated, which 177

is a very tedious process. To overcome this, we 178

introduce a novel strategy to automatically gen- 179

2https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/DataSets/
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erate the dataset. The dataset generation frame-180

work of DrugEHRQA is illustrated in figure 1. The181

dataset generation process can be explained using182

five steps: (1) Annotation of question templates, (2)183

Extraction of drug based relations from n2c2 repos-184

itory, (3) Answer extraction from MIMIC-III tables,185

(4) Paraphrasing Natural Language Questions (5)186

Selecting multi-modal answers. The following sub-187

sections explain in detail the five steps involved in188

automatic data generation.189

3.1 Annotation of Question Templates190

We have annotated nine natural-language (NL)191

medicine-related question templates along with192

their corresponding SQL query templates. Five out193

of the nine NL question templates are taken from194

the medicine related templates of emrQA (Pampari195

et al., 2018). The authors created the remaining196

question templates on their own. The question tem-197

plates are designed in such a way that their infor-198

mation appears in both structured and unstructured199

MIMIC-III data. The questions in the templates200

cover topics such as drug-dosage, drug strength,201

route, form of medicine, problems. Table A4 in202

the Appendix section shows the nine templates that203

have been used in the process of data generation.204

Each SQL query template is categorized into var-205

ious difficulty levels- “easy”, “medium”, “hard”206

and “very hard”. The difficulty level is assigned207

based on the complexity of the SQL query, which208

is determined by number of where conditions, the209

number of aggregation columns, presence/absence210

of aggregation operators, group by, order by, limit,211

number of tables, joins and nesting. For example,212

the SQL query template in the first row of the ta-213

ble A4 is “easy” since it just has one aggregation214

column and one where condition. But the SQL215

query template in the last row is nested, contains216

joins and has multiple where conditions. Hence, it217

is classified as “very hard”. In the following sec-218

tions, we use the terms “drug problems” and “drug219

reasons” interchangeably. This is because the data220

in the dataset is annotated as “drug reasons”, but to221

provide contextual clarity we use “drug problems”222

in this paper.223

3.2 Answer Retrieval from Unstructured Data224

"The 2018 Adverse Drug Event (ADE) dataset225

and Medical Extraction Challenge dataset" (Henry226

et al., 2020) present in the n2c2 repository 3 con-227

3https://portal.dbmi.hms.harvard.edu/projects/n2c2-nlp/

tains annotations for 505 clinical notes of patients 228

(from the MIMIC-III database), who had experi- 229

enced ADE while they were admitted in the hospi- 230

tal. This dataset will be henceforth referred to as 231

challenge dataset. We used the annotations from 232

the challenge dataset to extract all the drug related 233

attributes for the 505 discharge summaries of pa- 234

tients in the MIMIC-III database. We used six drug- 235

related attributes, namely, Strength-Drug, Form- 236

Drug, Route-Drug, Dosage-Drug, Frequency-Drug, 237

and Reason-Drug, from the challenge dataset to 238

generate QA pairs. We used each of these drug 239

attributes and the medicine names to generate nine 240

types of natural language question templates. For 241

example, the annotation from Dosage-Drug for a 242

certain admission ID is used to answer the ques- 243

tion - "What is the dosage of |drug| prescribed to 244

the patient with admission id = |hadm_id|?", where 245

|hadm_id| refer to the admission ID of the patient. 246

This is depicted in the figure 1. Table A1 lists 247

the drug attributes with examples and its derived 248

NL questions. The medicines, drug attributes and 249

admission IDs of the 505 annotation files are slot- 250

filled to replace the placeholders in the question 251

templates to generate the question-answer pairs. 252

For data licensing issues of n2c2 repository, we sub- 253

mitted this QA dataset on clinical notes of MIMIC- 254

III on n2c2 repository. 255

3.3 Answer Extraction from MIMIC-III 256

Tables 257

Extraction of answers from MIMIC-III tables is 258

achieved by using the admission IDs, names of 259

drugs and problems, utilized in the data genera- 260

tion process from unstructured data (Section 3.2), 261

to fill up the slots for |hadm_id|, |drug| and |prob- 262

lem| in the NL and SQL Query templates (Sec- 263

tion‘3.1). Slot filling process was used to gener- 264

ate the SQL queries that helped in retrieving an- 265

swers from the MIMIC-III’s structured database 266

(refer figure 1. The answer may or may not ex- 267

ist in the MIMIC-III tables for the questions cor- 268

responding to the different combination of 505 269

admission IDs and entities of drugs (or prob- 270

lems) obtained from the clinical notes, resulting 271

in an empty answer for certain questions. Three 272

MIMIC-III tables, namely, PRESCRIPTIONS, DI- 273

AGNOSES_ICD, and D_ICD_DIAGNOSES are 274

used for data retrieval. The PRESCRIPTIONS 275

table of MIMIC-III contains drug-related informa- 276

tion, whereas the tables - DIAGNOSES_ICD and 277
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Figure 1: Dataset generation framework of DrugEHRQA. There are five steps in this process: (1) annotation of
question templates, (2) answer retrieval from unstructured clinical notes, (3) answer retrieval from structured EHR
Data, (4) paraphrasing natural language question templates, and (5) selecting multi-modal answers.

D_ICD_DIAGNOSES contain the diagnosed re-278

sults of the patients. The DrugEHRQA dataset279

now contains NL Questions, its corresponding SQL280

queries for querying the structured database, the281

answers retrieved from the structured tables (An-282

swer_Structured), and the answers retrieved from283

unstructured data (Answer_Unstructured).284

3.4 Paraphrasing Natural Language285

Questions286

Patients and clinicians may pose the same ques-287

tion in different formats (paraphrases). There has288

been a substantial amount of work done in EHR 289

QA, studying the effects of NL paraphrasing in QA 290

(Wang et al., 2020b; Pampari et al., 2018; Rawat 291

et al., 2020; Soni and Roberts, 2019; Moon and Fan, 292

2020). We added paraphrases in the natural lan- 293

guage question templates to improve the diversity 294

of DrugEHRQA dataset, making it more realistic, 295

and more robust. We created four paraphrases for 296

each of the nine natural language query templates 297

(i.e. three additional paraphrases per template). 298

The figure 2 depicts an example of paraphrasing 299

an NL question template. The SQL queries are 300
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randomly mapped to one of the four paraphrased301

NL questions.302

3.5 Selecting Multi-modal Answers303

Whenever a patient is admitted to the hospital, all304

their treatment and medication details are imme-305

diately stored in the EHR tables (i.e. they are up-306

to-date). The clinical notes have elaborate details307

but may have outdated records, and hence less-308

accurate. Hence, between the two modalities, the309

structured records can be considered as a more au-310

thentic source of information. Therefore, in most311

cases the answers retrieved from structured records312

are considered more precise than the answers from313

unstructured data. This is especially true when an-314

swers directly exist in the MIMIC-III tables (i.e.315

non-derived relation queries). In DrugEHRQA,316

questions concerning: (a) Dosage of medicine pre-317

scribed to the patient, (b) Route of medicine, (c)318

Form of medicine, and (d) List of medicines pre-319

scribed to the patient are some examples where320

answers exist directly in the MIMIC-III tables.321

There are certain queries in DrugEHRQA, for322

which a direct answer is not available in the323

MIMIC-III tables (i.e. derived relation queries)324

because of missing data/relations. Let’s consider325

using MIMIC III tables to answer the question:326

‘What medication is the patient with an admission327

ID of 105104 taking for Hypoxemia?’. MIMIC-328

III tables contain information about the patient of329

interest being diagnosed with ‘Hypoxemia’. They330

also contain the list of medicines prescribed to the331

patient of interest. However, the tables may con-332

tain records (medicines) prescribed to the patient333

for non-Hypoxemia related conditions. In this sce-334

nario, the answer from unstructured data for such335

missing relations is more reliable since the answer336

is directly available in the clinical notes.337

We have used a two-step process to generate the338

multi-modal answers. In the first step, an auto-339

matic method was used to retrieve the multi-modal340

answer.341

To automatically generate the multi-modal an-342

swers, we follow three major rules. Table A2 helps343

to explain the rules below using examples.344

• If the answer exists in only one modality,345

the available answer is selected as the multi-346

modal answer. (1st row, Table A2).347

• Check for overlapping answers. If there348

is even one common answer between An-349

swer_Structured and Answer_Unstructured,350

choose the common answer. (2nd row, Ta- 351

ble A2). 352

• If there are no common answers between the 353

two modalities, choose the answer from the 354

modality which is more reliable. (4th row, 355

Table A2). In the last row of Table A2, we 356

can observe that the answers from the two 357

modalities are different. Since the question 358

is a non-derived relation query, the answer 359

from the structured database is selected as the 360

multi-modal answer. 361

After generating the multi-modal answers automat- 362

ically, the author manually sampled 500 queries, 363

and cross-checked the results for the multi-modal 364

answer. Please refer to the supplementary materials 365

for further details regarding the human validation 366

process. 367

4 Analysis of the DrugEHRQA dataset 368

The SQL queries generated in the DrugEHRQA 369

dataset can be classified into easy, medium, hard 370

and very hard SQL queries (Refer Table 1). The 371

generated SQL queries were classified using the 372

complexity determination method used in RAT- 373

SQL (Wang et al., 2020a). Complexities of the 374

SQL queries are determined by factors like number 375

of tables in the SQL query, number of conditions, 376

presence of nesting etc. The DrugEHRQA dataset 377

contains more complicated SQL queries (contain- 378

ing nested queries) than the existing text to SQL 379

datasets in EHR like MIMICSQL (Wang et al., 380

2020b) 381

Table 1: Complexity levels of SQL queries in the
DrugEHRQA dataset

Difficulty levels Percentage of queries

Easy 1.1%
Medium 39.2%

Hard 9.8%
Very Hard 49.9%

The DrugEHRQA contains a total of 70,381 382

questions along with answers from either the multi- 383

relational tables, or the unstructured clinical data 384

of MIMIC-III, or from both the sources. The 385

dataset also contains an automatically generated 386

multi-modal answer. Roughly 41 % of the drug- 387

related queries can be answered individually by the 388

structured data and unstructured data. There are 389

a total of 12,738 samples, which is approximately 390
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Figure 2: Example of various paraphrases of a natural language question template in the DrugEHRQA dataset.

Figure 3: Venn diagram showing percentage of answers
available in structured and unstructured records

Figure 4: Percentage of questions with at least one
answer-overlap from text-table QA
18% of the total questions that contain answers in391

both tables and text (shown in Figure 3). Also, out392

of the 12,738 queries containing answers in both393

structured and unstructured EHR data, 15% of this394

dataset have missing relations (or information) in395

the structured tables. Hence, among the queries396

containing answers in both the modalities, the an-397

swers from unstructured EHR data is more reliable398

(than structured EHR data) for 15% of the queries.399

We analyzed the 18% of the samples (Figure 3)400

containing answers in both the modalities, and401

concluded that the information in structured and402

unstructured EHR records is not strictly disjoint -403

information may be duplicated, contradictory, or404

provide additional context between these sources. 405

Figure 4 shows the percentage of questions with 406

at least one-answer overlap between table and text 407

QA for the nine templates. Some of the templates 408

like medicine names, form-drug and route-drug 409

have a high percentage of overlapping answers. 410

Confidence in the accuracy of answers increases 411

when the answers are the same, e.g.: row 2 and 412

row 3 of Table A2. Table A3 shows examples 413

where multi-modal QA in EHRs can help provide 414

additional context. We observed that the answers 415

from the modalities were different, but the dual 416

modalities together provide the complete answer. 417

The answer from structured data gives the dosage 418

in milligrams, whereas the answer retrieved from 419

the clinical notes presents the dosage based on the 420

number of tablets. Both of the answers are right, 421

which can be verified from the last column, since 422

the dosage recommended in row 1 is one 325 mg 423

tablet, to be taken daily. In short, answers from one 424

modality can help to provide better context to the 425

answers retrieved from the other modality. 426

5 Baseline models for QA over EHRs 427

This section discusses all the baseline models that 428

we used for performing QA tasks on our dataset. 429

We use separate QA baseline models to validate our 430

QA dataset on structured EHRs and unstructured 431

EHRs. Two existing models - TREQS (Wang et al., 432

2020b) and RAT-SQL (Wang et al., 2020a) are 433

used for text-to-SQL tasks on DrugEHRQA using 434

MIMIC-III tables. 435

TRanslate-Edit Model for Question-to-SQL 436

(TREQS) (Wang et al., 2020b) is a sequence-to- 437

sequence model which generates SQL query for 438

a given question. It also makes the necessary 439

modifications with the help of an attentive copy- 440

ing mechanism and task-specific look-up tables. 441

TREQS was unable to handle text-SQL pairs when 442

the SQL queries were nested (for 4 out of 9 tem- 443

plates), so we had to use RAT-SQL (Relation- 444
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Aware Schema Encoding and Linking for Text-445

to-SQL Parsers) (Wang et al., 2020a) to test the446

remaining templates. This is the first time RAT-447

SQL is being introduced in the healthcare domain.448

MIMICSQL dataset (Wang et al., 2020b) has rel-449

atively simple queries, so using TREQS model450

was sufficient. In order to address more complex451

SQL queries of the DrugEHRQA dataset, we had452

to use a more advanced text-to-sql model. RAT-453

SQL uses a relation-aware self-attention mecha-454

nism to address schema encoding, schema linking,455

and feature representation within a text-to-SQL en-456

coder. Self-aware attention mechanism in RAT-457

SQL helps to encode more complex relationships458

between columns and tables within the schema of459

the database, as well as between the question and460

the database schema.461

BERT QA (Devlin et al., 2019) and Clinical-462

BERT QA (Alsentzer et al., 2019) has gained pop-463

ularity over the years for QA over unstructured464

data (Johnson et al., 2016; Soni and Roberts, 2020).465

ClinicalBERT is the clinical version of BERT pre-466

trained on the clinical notes of MIMIC-III. The467

BERT QA model is pre-trained on large datasets468

like BooksCorpus and English Wikipedia. The469

training size of Clinical BERT’s corpus (roughly470

50M words) is much smaller than BERT (roughly471

3300M words).472

5.1 Experimental Setup473

We used a sample dataset of 10,787 text-SQL pairs,474

12,737 text-SQL pairs and 12,508 QA pairs for475

TREQS, RAT-SQL and BERT/ClinicalBERT re-476

spectively, and for all our experiments we split the477

dataset in the ratio of 0.8/0.1/0.1 to obtain train, dev478

and test sets, and trained the model with a batch479

size of 16, 20, and 12 respectively. The difference480

in number of samples between TREQS, RAT-SQL,481

and BERT/ClinicalBERT is due to the limitations482

of the model in only supporting 5, 9, and 8 (out of483

the 9 templates) respectively. We used a smaller484

sample of the dataset for our experiments for re-485

source constraints.486

We trained the TREQS model for 4 epochs with487

a learning rate of 0.005, grad clip of 2.0, and488

a maximum vocabulary size of 50,000. For the489

scheduler, we used a step size of 2 and step de-490

cay of 0.8 and set the minimum word frequency491

to 5. The model was trained on an Intel i7 (8th492

gen) with hyperthreading enabled and 32 GB RAM.493

For the RAT-SQL model, we used GloVe (Pen-494

nington et al., 2014) word embeddings for the 50 495

most commonly occurring words in the training 496

data. The model was trained using GeForce RTX 497

2080 Ti up to 40,000 steps while using Adam op- 498

timizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015). The same hy- 499

perparameters were used as stated in (Wang et al., 500

2020a). For BERT and ClinicalBERT, Quadro RTX 501

6000 GPU was used for training the model for 2 502

epochs with a learning rate of 3e-5. A doc stride 503

of 128 is used with a maximum sequence length 504

of 384. Before fine-tuning BERT and Clinical- 505

BERT on DrugEHRQA dataset, the pre-trained 506

models of BERT and Clinical BERT are fine-tuned 507

on SQUAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). 508

5.2 Results of QA of DrugEHRQA on 509

structured EHR tables 510

We use Logical Form Accuracy (Acc_LF) and Exe- 511

cution Accuracy (Acc_Ex) as evaluation metrics to 512

test the SQL queries for the TREQS model. Log- 513

ical Form Accuracy can be defined as the ratio of 514

the number of strings matched between the ground 515

truth and the generated SQL query, to the total num- 516

ber of question-SQL pairs. Execution Accuracy on 517

the other hand, represents the ratio of the num- 518

ber of SQL queries generated with correct answers 519

to the total number of question-SQL pairs. Ta- 520

ble 2 shows the overall performance of the TREQS 521

model, while predicting SQL queries from the NL 522

questions in the test set. At times, the condition 523

value in the question may not match the table’s 524

header. The TREQS model uses a recover tech- 525

nique where a string matching metric, ROUGE-L, 526

is used to search for the most similar condition 527

value using the lookup table for every predicted 528

SQL query. Hence, the "TREQS (with recover)" 529

in Table 2 refers to the accuracy of the test set 530

when the query generated using the sequence-to- 531

sequence model is further edited to recover the 532

exact data with the help of the table schema and 533

look-up tables of content keywords. We observe 534

from the table that after using recover, the overall 535

performance improves. 536

Table 2 displays the overall accuracy of 537

DrugEHRQA on the RAT-SQL model. As ex- 538

pected, the logical form accuracy of the predicted 539

SQL queries is slightly lesser for paraphrased 540

DrugEHRQA than non-paraphrased DrugEHRQA. 541

Also, we observe that the overall LF accuracy of 542

DrugEHRQA on RAT-SQL is much higher than the 543

TREQS model. This is because the computation of 544
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Table 2: Overall performance of DrugEHRQA on
TREQS and RAT-SQL models

Models Acc_LF Acc_EX

TREQS (without recover) 0.618 0.618
TREQS (with recover) 0.623 0.624

RAT-SQL 0.8723 -

Table 3: Results of QA using BERT and Clinical BERT
on clinical notes of DrugEHRQA

Dev
Exact-
match

Dev F1-
score

Test
Exact-
match

Test F1-
score

BERT 79.806 83.266 80.158 83.561
Clinical
BERT

79.725 82.801 80.238 83.289

LF accuracy in RAT-SQL evaluates the predicted545

SQL query on all components except the condition546

values of the SQL query. Prediction of the con-547

dition values in a text-to-SQL prediction task is548

much more challenging than predicting the other549

components of the SQL Query. The section A in550

the appendix section compares the performance of551

DrugEHRQA dataset with the existing datasets on552

the different QA models.553

5.3 Results of QA of DrugEHRQA on554

unstructured EHR data555

We evaluate our dataset with exact match and F1556

score as evaluation metrics. Our dataset performs557

fairly well on the test set with an exact score of558

80.158 and an F1 score of 83.289 for BERT QA559

(Table 3). We obtain a marginal difference in per-560

formance between BERT and ClinicalBERT.561

6 Reproducibility & Limitations562

The user must have credentialed access to Phys-563

ioNet4. The user must download the MIMIC-III564

data, retrieve the drug relations from the ‘2018565

(Track 2) Adverse Drug Event (ADE) and the566

Medication Extraction Challenge dataset’ from the567

n2c2 repository (after requesting for access to n2c2568

datasets). Once this is done, the user can just repli-569

cate the steps described in the dataset generation570

process (Section 3) to produce the DrugEHRQA571

dataset. Even though the multimodal QA dataset572

4https://physionet.org/

generation process is automatic, without the need 573

for long hours of annotation. But this procedure 574

is limited only to the MIMIC-III database. The 575

same steps cannot be reproduced for other EHR 576

databases. In fact, MIMIC-IV (Johnson A, 2020) 577

is the latest version. But since the dataset gener- 578

ation process is dependent on the drug relations 579

extracted from the ‘2018 (Track 2) Adverse Drug 580

Event (ADE) and the Medication Extraction Chal- 581

lenge dataset’, so our dataset generation process 582

was limited to the MIMIC-III database. 583

7 Broader Impact on the EHR QA 584

research community and Future Work 585

The DrugEHRQA dataset helps to put a spotlight 586

on multimodal EHRs. The data in the structured 587

and unstructured EHR may contain duplicated in- 588

formation (improves confidence of the answer), 589

they may contrast each other, and may also aid 590

in adding context to each other. This opens up new 591

avenues of research in multimodal QA in EHRs. 592

DrugEHRQA can be used as a benchmark model 593

for all QA models that uses multiple EHR tables 594

and clinical notes for information retrieval. Since 595

in a lot of cases, the data in structured and unstruc- 596

tured EHR sources helps to provide additional con- 597

text to each other, another possible application of 598

DrugEHRQA is in improving QA over structured 599

(or unstructured), by using information or evidence 600

from the unstructured EHR source (or structured). 601

8 Conclusion 602

To conclude, EHRs contain a large amount of up-to- 603

date patient information in the structured databases, 604

along with clinical notes containing elaborate de- 605

tails. We have introduced a novel methodology to 606

generate a large multimodal QA dataset, containing 607

answers from multi-relational tables and discharge 608

summaries of a publicly available EHR database 609

(MIMIC-III). It is the first QA dataset which con- 610

tains natural language questions, SQL queries, and 611

answers from either or both structured EHR tables 612

and unstructured free text. Additionally, we use an 613

automated methodology to generate the multimodal 614

answer. Following this, human annotators verified 615

the answers for a sampled dataset. To validate our 616

dataset, we have used existing state-of-the-art mod- 617

els for QA over structured EHRs, as well as QA 618

over unstructured EHRs. This dataset introduces 619

new horizons of research in multimodal QA over 620

EHRs. 621
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Appendix725

A Performance comparison of726

DrugEHRQA with existing datasets on727

different QA models728

Figure A3a shows the performance of TREQS729

on DrugEHRQA, comparing it with its perfor-730

mance on MIMICSQL dataset. It can be observed731

from the table that the LF accuracy and execu-732

tion accuracy of TREQS on MIMICSQL is lower733

than DrugEHRQA. This is because the queries in734

DrugEHRQA dataset are much more complex than735

the queries in the MIMICSQL dataset. We also736

observe from Figure A3a that after adding para-737

phrases to our dataset, the accuracy of the model738

decreased by a very small amount compared to the739

non-paraphrased DrugEHRQA dataset. This is be-740

cause paraphrasing of natural language questions in741

the dataset increases complexity in the NL question742

to SQL task.743

We compare the exact match accuracy of RAT-744

SQL on DrugEHRQA with MIMICSQL and Spi-745

der dataset (Yu et al., 2018)(See Figure A3b).746

The exact match accuracy of RAT-SQL model on747

DrugEHRQA is higher than its exact match accu-748

racy in the Spider dataset. This is because the Spi-749

der dataset makes use of multiple databases unlike750

DrugEHRQA, thus making their task of text-to-sql751

prediction more challenging. But since the SQL752

queries predicted in DrugEHRQA are much more753

difficult in comparison to MIMICSQL, the exact754

match accuracy of DrugEHRQA on RAT-SQL is755

slightly lesser than in MIMICSQL dataset.756

Figure A1 shows the performance of our dataset757

compared to emrQA for QA on BERT and Clini-758

calBERT. We have used only the factoid questions759

of emrQA for evaluation. The DrugEHRQA per-760

forms much better than emrQA. Figure A2 shows761

comparison in performance of DrugEHRQA on762

ClinicalBERT when the NL questions have been763

paraphrased, versus when they are not paraphrased.764

From the table, we observe that there is a signif-765

icant decline in exact match and F1 score after766

paraphrasing, if the model has not been fine-tuned767

on SQUAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). But after fine-768

tuning on SQUAD, the difference in their perfor-769

mance is negligible.770

B Question templates with examples771

This section uses Table A1, table A2, table A3, and772

table A4 to list the different question templates, fol-773

lowed by some examples. The Table A1 describes 774

the different question templates of the dataset de- 775

rived from the drug attributes and entities in the 776

"2018 (Track 2) Adverse Drug Event (ADE) and 777

the Medication Extraction Challenge dataset". Ta- 778

ble A2 and Table A3 displays examples from the 779

dataset where the two modalities (i.e. structured 780

and unstructured EHR data) contain similar an- 781

swers (for example, 2nd and 3rd row of table A2), 782

when the two modalities contain conflicting or dis- 783

similar answers (example: 4th row of table A2), 784

and also shows examples where the answers re- 785

trieved from structured and unstructured EHR data 786

complement each other (for example, row 1 and 2 787

of table A3). The rules described in Section 3.5 788

was used to obtain the multimodal answers. Fi- 789

nally, the table A4 lists the NL question templates, 790

its corresponding SQL query templates, and their 791

difficulty level. 792

Figure A1: Comparing performance of DrugEHRQA
with emrQA after fine-tuning on SQUAD.

Figure A2: Performance comparison of paraphrased
DrugEHRQA with non-paraphrased DrugEHRQA on
Clinical BERT. Note: "(Without)" refers to directly
fine-tuning on DrugEHRQA and "(after)" refers to fine-
tuning on SQUAD before fine-tuning our dataset.
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(a) (b)

Figure A3: (a) Overall Accuracy of TREQS model on DrugEHRQA dataset and MIMICSQL dataset. (b) Exact
Match Accuracy of RAT-SQL model on DrugEHRQA, Spider, and MIMICSQL dataset.

Table A1: NL Question templates derived from drug-related entities and attributes extracted from the clinical notes
using the n2c2 dataset, along with examples

Drug attributes
and entities

Examples NL Question templates

Drug
Lithium Carbonate,

Propafenone
What are the list of medicines

prescribed to the patient

Strength-Drug
(300mg, Lithium

Carbonate)
What is the drug strength of |drug|

Form-Drug (Tablet, Propafenone) What is the form of |drug|

Route-Drug
(PO, Metoprolol

Tartrate)
What is the route of administration for

the drug |drug|

Dosage-Drug (One tablet, Bactrim)
What is the dosage of |drug| prescribed

to the patient

Frequency-
Drug

(14 day, Zosyn)
How long has the patient been taking

|drug|

Reason-Drug
(Constipation,

Polyethylene Glycol)
Why is the patient been given |drug|

Reason-Drug
(Polyethylene Glycol,

Constipation)
What is the medication prescribed to

the patient for |problem|

Reason-Drug,
Dosage-Drug

(Constipation,
Polyethylene Glycol),
(300mg, Polyethylene

Glycol)

List all the medicines and their dosages
prescribed to the patient for |problem|
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Table A2: Rules for automatic multi-modal answer retrieval

Question Answer-
_Structured

Answer-
_Unstructured

Multi-modal
answer

WHAT IS THE MEDICATION
PRESCRIBED TO THE PATIENT

WITH ADMISSION ID 111160 FOR
PAIN

– MORPHINE MORPHINE

WHAT IS THE DRUG STRENGTH
OF SIMETHICONE PRESCRIBED

TO THE PATIENT WITH
ADMISSION ID 125206

80MG
TABLET

80 MG
80MG

TABLET

HOW LONG HAS THE PATIENT
WITH ADMISSION ID = 187782
BEEN TAKING VANCOMYCIN

14 DAYS 14 DAYS 14 DAYS

WHAT IS THE DRUG STRENGTH
OF FUROSEMIDE PRESCRIBED TO
THE PATIENT WITH ADMISSION

ID 100509

40MG/4ML
VIAL

10 MG
40MG/4ML

VIAL

Table A3: Information in structured and unstructured EHR providing additional context to each other. Note that the
field ‘Answer_Unstructured’ is the direct answer extracted from unstructured data with the help of the n2c2 dataset,
and the field ‘Phrases from clinical notes’ are the lines of text in the discharge summary from which the answer is
extracted.

NL Questions Answer-
_Structured

Answer-
_Unstructured

Phrases from
clinical notes

WHAT IS THE DOSE OF
ASPIRIN THAT THE

PATIENT WITH
ADMISSION ID =
142444 HAS BEEN

PRESCRIBED

325MG,300MG ONE (1)

325 mg Tablet Sig:
One (1) Tablet PO
DAILY (Daily). 5.

Acetaminophen 325
mg Tablet Sig: One (1)
Tablet PO Q6H (every

6 hours) as needed.

LIST ALL THE
MEDICINES AND
THEIR DOSAGES

PRESCRIBED TO THE
PATIENT WITH

ADMISSION ID =
105014 FOR

POLYMYALGIA
RHEUMATICA

PREDNISONE: 20 MG,
TACROLIMUS: 4 MG,
MYCOPHENOLATE
MOFETIL: 1000 MG,

TACROLIMUS: 4 MG,
TACROLIMUS: 5 MG,
MYCOPHENOLATE
MOFETIL: 500 MG

PREDNISONE:
ONE (1)

20 mg Tablet Sig: One
(1) Tablet PO DAILY

(Daily).
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Table A4: Templates and their level of difficulty

Sl.
No

NL Question
Template

SQL Query Template Difficulty
Level

1.

What are the list of
medicines

prescribed to the
patient with
admission id

|hadm_id|

SELECT PRESCRIPTIONS.DRUG FROM
PRESCRIPTIONS WHERE

PRESCRIPTIONS.HADM_ID = |hadm_id|
Easy

2.

What is the drug
strength of |drug|

prescribed to
patient with
admission id

|hadm_id|

SELECT PRESCRIPTIONS.PROD_STRENGTH
FROM PRESCRIPTIONS WHERE

PRESCRIPTIONS.HADM_ID = |hadm_id| AND
PRESCRIPTIONS.DRUG = |drug|

Medium

3.

What is the form of
|drug| prescribed to

patient with
admission id

|hadm_id|

SELECT PRESCRIPTIONS.FORM_UNIT_DISP
FROM PRESCRIPTIONS WHERE

PRESCRIPTIONS.DRUG = |drug| AND
PRESCRIPTIONS.HADM_ID = |hadm_id|

Medium

4.

What is the route of
administration for
the drug |drug| for

patients with
admission id =

|hadm_id|

SELECT PRESCRIPTIONS.ROUTE FROM
PRESCRIPTIONS WHERE

PRESCRIPTIONS.DRUG = |drug| AND
PRESCRIPTIONS.HADM_ID = |hadm_id|

Medium

5.

What is the dosage
of |drug| prescribed
to the patient with

admission id =
|hadm_id|

SELECT PRESCRIPTIONS.DOSE_VAL_RX,
PRESCRIPTIONS.DOSE_UNIT_RX FROM

PRESCRIPTIONS WHERE
PRESCRIPTIONS.HADM_ID = |hadm_id| AND

PRESCRIPTIONS.DRUG = |drug|

Medium

6.

How long has the
patient with

admission id =
|hadm_id| been

taking |drug|

SELECT
SUM(PRESCRIPTIONS.DURATION_IN_DAYS)

FROM PRESCRIPTIONS WHERE
PRESCRIPTIONS.HADM_ID = |hadm_id| AND
PRESCRIPTIONS.DRUG = |drug| GROUP BY

PRESCRIPTIONS.HADM_ID,
PRESCRIPTIONS.DRUG

Hard

7.

Why is the patient
with admission id =

|hadm_id| been
given |drug|

SELECT L3.SHORT_TITLE FROM
D_ICD_DIAGNOSES AS L3 WHERE

L3.ICD9_CODE IN (SELECT L1.ICD9_CODE
FROM DIAGNOSES_ICD AS L1 INNER JOIN
PRESCRIPTIONS AS L2 ON L1.HADM_ID =

L2.HADM_ID WHERE L1.HADM_ID = |hadm_id|
AND L2.DRUG = |drug|)

Very
hard
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8.

What is the
medication

prescribed to the
patient with

admission id =
|hadm_id| for

|problem|

SELECT Y.DRUG FROM PRESCRIPTIONS AS Y
WHERE Y.HADM_ID = (SELECT L1.HADM_ID

FROM DIAGNOSES_ICD AS L1 INNER JOIN
D_ICD_DIAGNOSES AS L2 ON L1.ICD9_CODE

= L2.ICD9_CODE WHERE L1.HADM_ID =
|hadm_id| AND L2.LONG_TITLE = |problem|)

Very
hard

9.

List all the
medicines and their
dosages prescribed
to the patient with

admission id =
|hadm_id| for

|problem|

SELECT Y.DRUG, Y.DOSE_VAL_RX,
Y.DOSE_UNIT_RX FROM PRESCRIPTIONS AS

Y WHERE Y.HADM_ID = (SELECT
L1.HADM_ID FROM DIAGNOSES_ICD AS L1
INNER JOIN D_ICD_DIAGNOSES AS L2 ON
L1.ICD9_CODE = L2.ICD9_CODE WHERE

L1.HADM_ID = |hadm_id| AND L2.LONG_TITLE
= |problem|)

Very
hard
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